AP except for category conversion. Their point is that the argument structure without any semantic information (lexical-thematic properties, in their terms) of a base verb and the categorial properties of the derived word as an adjective would suffice for determining which argument to externalize. Their analysis also implies that how the syntactic and thematic properties of the base verb are inherited by the derived APP is automatically determined through the process of category conversion.
One of the purposes of this paper is to reexamine and refine L & R's proposal from the aspect of semantics or conceptual structure; if the APP inherits thematic properties from the base verb and the alteration of the status of the arguments is the by-product of conversion, a similar process should be assumed for other (non-thematic) semantic properties as well. I will propose that they are inherited in the form of the conceptual structure which Jackendoff 1987 proposed. His model enables the representation of various types of event structures by the combination of thematic structure and aspectual structure. The other purpose of this paper is to explore the distribution of the attributive APPs. I will demonstrate that the restriction on the attributive use of APPs should be explained in terms of the conceptual structure of the base verb, which would support my first proposal. As is well known, attributive APPs are more restricted than predicative ones, a fact which L & R as well as many other works have ignored. Even if L & R's analysis is on the correct line as to the derivation of the APP itself, it would not suffice for explaining the restriction on the attributive use of the APP. I will show that it is restricted under two semantic conditions which could not be formulated without the semantic information along with the argument structure or thematic grid.
I begin by formulating the two assumptions I have roughly sketched above, and in Section 3 I will give data to illustrate my analysis. In observing the APPs derived from verbs that take two obligatory arguments, I turn to the distribution of APP compounds, because the Projection Principle requires such APPs be accompanied by the complement. It will be shown that the unacceptability of some compounds is inexplicable in syntactic terms but can be explained by my semantic approach. Further observations on compounds incorporating predicative adjectives also turn out to provide further support for my approach.
What interests us most is that the restriction on the attributive APPs is quite similar to the revised versions of Affectedness Constraint proposed by Tenny 1987 and Yumoto (forthcoming) which explain the restriction on the movement of an object of the derived nominal into the NP-Spec position. A brief discussion on this point is given in conclusion.
will account for the range of possible attributive APPs. One is the assumption that semantic features represented in the form of conceptual structure a la Jackendoff 1987 are inherited through the morphological derivation. The other is that the temporariness of the APP, which makes its attributive use unacceptable, should be determined by the aspectual properties of the event described by the base verb in conjunction with the role of the externalized argument in its conceptual structure.
the inheritance in morphological derivation have chiefly dealt with the grid) (e.g. Lieber 1983 , Randall 1982 , Roeper & Siegel 1978 , Selkirk 1982 , Williams 1981 , and the question as to the inheritance of nonthematic semantic properties has been left untouched. I believe it is worth considering what kinds of semantic features are inherited and how they are affected through each morphological derivation. I propose here that the derivation of the APP also involves the inheritance of aspectual properties from the base verb; they crucially determine the value of a certain feature of the adjective, as will become clear in the next section. The inheritance of semantic features in the process of APP derivation was not completely ignored by previous works, but in most cases it was loosely handled.2 Bresnan's (1982: 23) formulation of Participle-Adjective Conversion describes the semantic difference between the verbal pasive participle and the APP by the operation on lexical form which includes the syntactic property as well:
Participle Adjective Conversion
If we assume the semantic inheritance in the framework of GB theory, we should revise her formulation without referring to grammatical functions. For the reasons which will be made clear in the discussion below, I will follow Jackendoff 1987 and go into the argument based on the conceptual structure which he proposes. Owing to the lack of space I would like to point out only the advantages of his model relevant to my analysis.
According to Jackendoff, the conceptual structure consists of three tiers. One of them, 'temporal tier', represents the aspectual property of the event by two temporal primitives: P (=a point in time) and R (=a region in time). These primitives are connected with the other tiers which represent thematic and transitive relations for each subevent. For example, hit is given the conceptual structure like 1, which shows that by virtue of the motion to the object over an interval of time, the subject comes to act on the object at the termination of its motion.
(1) [Event GO ([Thing] 
The indices are used to represent correspondence between syntactic and conceptual positions; for example, c-selection of hit is represented as _NPj. The position indexed i is not coindexed with anything in the cselection feature because it is the external argument. The only modification that affixation of the passive morpheme performs on the conceptual structure of the base verb is the deletion of the index that marks the subject. Thus the conceptual structure of the passive verb hit would be as follows where the logical subject is expressed as an implicit argument:3 generally accepted that in most cases, prenominal adjectives (cf. 5a) designate permanent attributes that serve to classify the referent of a head noun, while postnominal ones (cf. 5b) designate temporary attributes, and predicative ones (cf. 5c) are ambiguous if their inherent meaning is vague as to temporariness. Therefore adjectives which describe a temporary condition are excluded from the prenominal position as is exemplified in 6: (5) a. the visible star (nontemporary) b. the star visible (temporary) c. The star was visible. (ambiguous) (6) *the faint girl, *the pale boy, *the ill child Yet the correlation between the position and the semantic function of the adjective is not so simple (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 428-33 and Yasui et al. 1976: 45, 106-11) ; for example, an appropriate adverb or context might add the classifying force to a temporary adjective and improve the acceptability as in 7:
(7) a. a seriously ill person b. "{This book is short/*This is a short book}-it's about right for that low shelf." "Hand me that short book you had." (Bolinger 1967: 24) 4 See Jackendoff (1987: 379) for an example of the formalization of inference rules. 5 It should be noticed that Thingj in 2 is replaced by Thingi through category conversion because it is externalized. I am grateful to the anonymous reviewer of EL for making me aware of some of the problems of notation like this.
The same restriction applies to the use of APPs as shown below:
(8) a. the closed door (nontemporary) b. the door closed (temporary) c. The door was closed. (ambiguous) (9) a. *the hit boy, *the travelled land, *the taken money b. the beaten boy, the broken vase, the wounded people (10) the repeatedly hit boy, the well-travelled highway, the illegally taken money Therefore, we should presume that APPs, like ordinary adjectives, are ization as to simple adjectives, it follows that the APPs acceptable in attributive position are specified as [-temporary]. Though we can presume that simple adjectives are inherently marked with such a feature in their lexical entries, as to derived adjectives, some process accompanying the category conversion to determine the value of this feature would be required. If the APP derivation causes the alteration of the conceptual structures of the base verb as was shown in 3 above, then it is expected that certain features inherited from the base verb should be relevant in determining whether the derived APP has the feature [-temporary].7
Observations on the attributive APPs derived from various kinds of verbs have led me to the hypothesis that the conditions upon which the APP is marked as [-temporary] are formulated in terms of the conceptual (11) The conversion of a verbal passive participle into an adjective is accompanied by the addition of a feature [-temporary] if:
(i) the derived adjective describes (in its conceptual structure) the state resulting from the event with an endpoint (P) at which a certain result is specified, and (ii) the argument which the derived adjective predicates (i. e. the external argument) is the unique argument which guarantees the completion of that event.
6 Some APPs might be unacceptable in the attributive position because of the effect of blocking; for example, cleaned and opened would be blocked by the corresponding adjectives clean and open. 7 As is suggested by Bolinger (1967: 2-6) , there are more simple adjectives restricted to the attributive position than those restricted to the predicative position, while as to the APP, the reverse seems true. proposed in 11, which would indirectly support the argument for the semantic inheritance instantiated by 3. We will examine not only the distribution of attributive APPs but also the range of possible compound APPs incorporating the complement. In most cases, compound APPs occur in prenominal position. It is primarily because the element incorporated within a word is nonreferential, which implies the inherency of the attribute expressed by the APPs. Secondly, according to the Gricean principle of conversation (the maxim of manner), the compound structure should be avoided except in the prenominal position, because as far as the configuration allows, the complement must be projected as a PP which would make its semantic relation to the head transparent. Thus the distribution of compound APPs is largely determined by the nontemporariness of the APPs.
The data are presented according to the argument structure of the base verbs and the type of event which the base verbs designate. Though the conceptual structure is not given for each APP, the discussion is always based on the conceptual structure inherited from the base verb in such a way as was assumed in 2.1.
As I have pointed out, attributive APPs with adverbial modifiers (including compounds incorporating adverbial adjuncts) may be accepted because of the classifying information given by the modifiers, so we should exclude them from our data in examining whether an APP bears the feature [-temporary] The APPs derived from 'creation verbs', which come under causatives, however, are the exception. Though they have an end-point (P) specified by the object's coming into being, and thus satisfy the conditions in 11, they cannot be used attributively:
(15) *the made box, *cooked stew, *a built house, *a found rule The reason for this can be found in the theory of information. These APPs add no new information to the referent of the modified nouns because both the existence of the referent and how it has come into being are presupposed for each noun. In other words, such APPs sound redundant as reference-modification,9 and are not allowed in the attributive position unless the modifiers or intensifiers qualify them as classifiers. Now consider verbs with one object which designate instantaneous events (i.e. have only (P) in the temporal tier) without any implication of resultant change of state being specified such as hit (cf. 1 above). In (i) an admitted rebel (=a man who is admitted to be a rebel) (ii) the alleged conspirators (=the persons who are alleged to be conspirators) It seems that indirect modification like this is available to a limited number of APPs and that it is not based on the regular mechanism of inheritance of argument structure, so I will not take up this matter in this article.
9 For a detailed discussion on reference -vs. referent-modification, see Bolinger 1967. contrast to causative verbs, they do not have the corresponding attributive APPs as is predicted from 11:10 (16) *the hit boy, *the knocked head, *the taken money, *the touched point Among the noncausative transitive verbs, so-called "path accomplishment verbs"11 are of particular interest. Consider the following examples:
(17) *the entered town, *the crossed desert, *the swum channel, *the travelled land, *the walked tightrope (18) *the read book, *the performed play, *the watched program, *the expressed gratitude, *the observed rules
The VPs corresponding to the NPs above represent accomplishment, though they do not imply any apparent change of state on the part of the objects. The orthodox version of Theme Analysis might rule out even the derivation of such APPs (at least those in 17) because they involve no explicit change on the part of the object. According to Tenny (1987: 80-86) , however, the direct objects in such VPs come under 'affected objects' whose referents 'measure out' the event and 'delimit' it under her definition; for example, when a desert is crossed, or a play performed, the desert or the play represents an area or object through which the event proceeds and gives the measure to show the end-point. As evidence she points out that both the middles and the passive nominals with preposed objects (the phenomena which characterize 'affectedness' in her sense of the word) may be derived from these VPs. I have no objection to the claim that the events described by these VPs with Path are 'delimited' and have a definite end-point. However, I do not agree with her claim that they are subsumed under 'affectedness verbs' (defined in terms of aspectual features), because the completion of the event can be characterized solely by the relation between the two arguments.12 For example, in the conceptual structure of the APP entered the thematic tier of enter 19a is embedded, from which the terminal state 19b would be inferred:
10 It should be noted here that we should not rule out the derivation of these APPs though they seldom appear even as predicative adjectives because with an appropriate adverb, such APPs would be acceptable as true adjectives (e.g. the repeatedly hit boy, the illegally taken money from trivalent verbs like put which take all the arguments obligatorily:
(20) a. I put *(the book) *(on the desk). b. Jack exchanged *(a cow) *(for beans). c. The teacher changed *(the liquid) *(into gas). d. The runner handed {a baton *(to me)/me *(a baton)}. e. He presented {a gift *(to the school) the school *(with a gift)}. f. Don't place *(the grail) *(on the table). g. I was associated *(with him) in the enterprise. L & R (p. 649) hold that in deriving an APP, only the argument to ment') is allowed to be externalized. Thus if the base verb takes two obligatory complements, the one that does not undergo externalization should be projected as a PP complement. This naturally follows from the Projection Principle, the Case Filter and the properties of the adjective. Therefore the APs without PP complement like 21a and 21b are ruled out for syntactic reasons:
(21) a. *Gas seemed changed./*The runner remained unhanded. *The table remained neatly placed./*Scholars seem freely associated. b. The liquid seemed changed *(into gas)/The baton re-13 Since Tenny herself admits (p. 83) that the middles and the passive nominals derived from verbs like enter or cross are "awkward", and moreover, she gives the semantic definition of the affected argument as the following (to rule out GOALs), her argument is not convincing in this respect: "A semantic argument is an affected argument iff it independently delimits the event in which it participates" (p. 80). mained unhanded *(to the anchor)./The books remained neatly placed *(on the table)./The businessman seems associated *(with scholars).14 c. *(*gas-)changed liquid, the *(*anchor-)handed baton, *(*table-)placed books, *(*scholar-)associated businessmen
As to the attributive use of this class of APPs, the PP complement is not allowed configurationally, so L & R would rule them out whichever argument is externalized.
When we consider the compound structure of the APPs like 21c, however, the syntactic analysis seems to get stuck. As is shown in 22, the lefthand position of a verbal compound is an A-position; this is why the nominalization of a verb like tell, find or go is allowed only if it incorporates the complement to become a compound:
(22) a. *telling/ story-telling b. *finding/fault-finding c. *going/church-going But then the unacceptability of the compounds in 21c is inexplicable; they satisfy the Projection Principle, and the direct argument of the base verb is chosen as the external argument.
Under our analysis, Rule 11 would offer a solution for this; these compounds are semantically deviant because the ordinary usage of a compound adjective (cf. p. 110) seems inconsistent with the temporariness of the head APPs in these compounds. Though they designate the state resulted from a delimited event, their completion is guaranteed only by the relation between the two internal arguments. Therefore they do not satisfy the second condition of 11 and are not characterized as [-temporary] .
It should be noted that the lefthand element of the APP compound does not affect the conditions of nontemporariness even though syn- One possible solution to this problem is to assume a thematic hierarchy in which Material comes before Location and to rule out the compounds which violate the order of projection following this hierarchy. This solution is not justifiable, however, until the theory of thematic relation is refined further enough to explain various syntactic and morphological phenomena uniformly.
Under the analysis presented in the previous section, only the argument which can characterize the termination of the event independently is allowed as an external argument of the attributive APP, even if it is in the form of a compound. For example, the acceptability in 25b reflects our cognition that though a certain state of a 'pillow' describes the completion of 'stuffing', 'feathers' alone cannot characterize it. If such an argument is chosen as an external argument, the APP is not given [-temporary] ; hence the unacceptability of not only the attributive use, but also the compound structure which is typically interpreted as [-temporary]. considered to have two argument structures as follows:
(26) sell: agent <theme, (goal)> agent <theme, goal> (L & R 1986: 651) They are identical with those of stuff shown in 23 except for the labels of rating the complement, exhibit an interesting contrast to the data observed in the previous section:
(27) a. ?sold cars b. *sold students (=students to whom something was sold) c. *government-sold cars (=cars sold to the government) d. ?drug-sold students (=students to whom drug was sold) (28) a. a paid check b. *paid hospitals (=hospitals which someone paid) c. *government-paid debt (=debt paid to the government) d. *debt-paid stores (=stores to which the debt was paid) We can correctly predict that Goal cannot be modified solely by the APP because it would be a violation of the Projection Principle. Yet the unacceptability of the compounds in (c) above is inexplicable in terms of any syntactic principles. Furthermore, according to L & R, the status of Goal in the argument structure 26 is the same as that of Material in 23, so it is rather surprising that 27c and 28c are not acceptable, as opposed to the lefthand examples in 25 which are acceptable.
I would like to point out that Goal of the verbs like sell and Material of the verbs like smear differ as to the way they participate in the aspectual structure of the event; the latter class of verbs designates causation, while the former designates the transition of possession which involves both the loss of something on the part of the subject and the acquisition of it on the part of the object. This means that Material does not delimit the event but only makes the result more specific, while Goal, indicating the terminal point of the transition, guarantees the completion of the transition in collaboration with Theme. Hence the unacceptability of 27c and 28c. If Goal is not projected, however, the termination is perceived earlier on, at the point when Theme becomes free from the possessor; hence the acceptability of 27a and 28a.
The discussion above has made clear that the status of the argument in tual structure. this section we turn to compounds incorporating predicative adjectives. In order to explain the distribution of such compounds, we will employ the same semantic approach shown above. Itoh 1985 points out that verbal compound adjectives allow only nonargument adjuncts to be incorporated among predicative adjectives and nouns; there is no compound APP derived from a verb which takes predicative expressions as an obligatory argument even though they satisfy the Projection Principle.16 (29) a. *mad-driven policeman, *mad-sent wives b. *a President-elected woman, *a Pochi-called dog, *selfish-labeled boys (Itoh 1985: 36) She attributes this restriction to the binary branching of word structure and the inability of N and A to take predicative arguments. Under our analysis, the examples in 29 are ruled out by the second condition of 11, dispensing with the categorial idiosyncracy in the argument structure17 or any other assumptions of predication theory, be-
